Country House

By LOOKIN AT LUCKY (2007). Champion twice, Classic winner of $3,307,278, Preakness S. [G1] (PIM, $600,000), etc. Leading sire in Chile, sire of 6 crops of racing age, 790 foals, 498 starters, 41 stakes winners, 1 champion, 357 winners of 954 races and earning $32,857,724 USA, including Wow Cat (CHI) (Champion in Chile, to 4, 2018, $1,036,977 USA, St. Leger [G1], etc.), Accelerate (to 5, 2018, $5,792,480, Breeders' Cup Classic [G1] (CD, $3,300,000), etc.), Madefromlucky ($1,351,500, West Virginia Derby [G2] (MNR, $451,500), etc.), Money Multiplier (to 6, 2018, $1,292,684 USA, Monmouth S. [G2] (MTH, $120,000) twice, etc.), Breaking Lucky (to 6, 2018, $1,166,276 USA, Seagram Cup S. [G3] (WO, $108,000(CAN)), etc.).

1st dam
QUAKE LAKE, by War Chant. 2 wins at 4, $66,810. Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 3 winners--
Mr. Brix (g. by Flatter). 6 wins at 3 and 4, 2018, $200,386.
Mitchell Road (f. by English Channel). 2 wins in 4 starts at 3, 2018, $82,570.
Country House (c. by Lookin At Lucky). See below.

2nd dam
Quake Lake (f. by War Chant). See above.
Double Guns Girl (f. by Langfuhr). Winner at 3, $43,491(USA).

3rd dam
AYANKA, by Jade Hunter. 8 wins, 2 to 5, $197,884, Moonlight Jig S. -R (LRL, $19,275), 2nd Cincinnati Trophy S. [L] (TP, $10,610), 3rd Valdale S. [L] (TP, $5,213), Stefanita S. (LRL, $4,139). Dam of 6 winners--
Shooting Party (f. by Sky Classic). Black type placed winner, see above.
Preferred Option (f. by Belong to Me). 4 wins at 3, $156,200.
Morning Watch (g. by Joyeux Danseur). 5 wins, 3 to 7, $129,434. Set ncr at Turf Paradise, about 1 1/8 miles in 1:49.65.
Bear Heart (g. by War Chant). 4 wins, 3 to 7, $95,584.
Urn (c. by Cat Thief). 4 wins, 2 to 5, $76,861(USA).
Cash Belongings (f. by Belong to Me). 2 wins at 3, $39,396.
Arroyo Cottage (f. by Dynaformer). Unraced. Dam of--
ARCATA (g. by Wagon Limit). 11 wins, 2 to 8, $263,797, Harrison E. Johnson Memorial H. (LRL, $36,000).
Cozy Cottage (f. by Pine Bluff). Winner at 4, $33,400. Dam of--
Fig Jelly (g. by Forestry). Winner at 2 and 3, 2018, $127,739, 2nd Quick Call S. [L] (SAR, $20,000).
Happily (f. by Belong to Me). Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of--
=ISAIAS FOREVER (VEN) (c. by Corinthian). Winner at 3 in VEN, Clasico My Own Business, 3rd Clasico Canoneiro.

4th dam
AL'S CHARM, by Al Hattab. Unplaced in 2 starts. Sister to HERECOMESTHEBRIDE ($174,368,
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Columbiana H.-G3, etc.), ACHARMER ($83,312, Revidere S., etc.), Toby Too ($114,742, 3rd Dover S.), half-sister to VIDID GOLD ($64,160, Lost Code Breeders' Cup S. (SPT, $31,575)), ROSY SPECTRE ($91,422, Regret S., etc.). Dam of 6 winners, including--

AYANKA (f. by Jade Hunter). Black type winner, see above.
Strawberry's Charm (f. by Strawberry Road (AUS)). Winner at 3, $21,350.

STRAWBERRY MORN (f. by Travelling Victor). 15 wins in 27 starts, 2 to 5, $501,719, British Columbia Cup Metrotown Distaff H. -R (HST, $39,210(CAN)), Delta Colleen S. (HST, $25,890(CAN)), Brighouse Belles H. (HST, $24,690(CAN)), Lassie S. (HST, $24,780(CAN)), Senate Appointee S. (HST, $22,860(CAN)), etc.

Rohaani (c. by High Yield). 4 wins at 3 and 4 in ENG, placed at 5 and 6 in UAE, $144,696 (USA), 2nd Jebel Ali S.

C. R. Special (g. by Taylor's Special). 10 wins, 2 to 6, $82,489, 3rd Inaugural S. (HST, $3,850(CAN)).

RACE RECORD for Country House: At 2, once 2nd in 2 starts; at 3, 2019, one win in 1 start. Earned $40,175.